Abstract-Testing and calibration constitute a major part of the overall manufacturing cost of microelectromechanical system (MEMS) devices. A physical-stimulus-free built-in-selftest (BIST) integrated circuit (IC) design characterizing the sensitivity of capacitive MEMS accelerometers is presented. The BIST circuitry can extract the amplitude and phase response of the acceleration sensor's mechanics under electrical excitation within 0.55% of error with respect to its mechanical sensitivity under physical stimulus. Sensitivity characterization is performed using a low computational complexity multi-variate linear regression model. The BIST circuitry maximizes the use of existing analog and mixed signal readout signal chain and the host processor core, without the need for computationally expensive fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based approaches. The BIST IC is designed and fabricated using the 0.18-µm CMOS technology. The sensor analog front-end and BIST circuitry is integrated with a three axis, low-g capacitive MEMS accelerometer in a single hermetically sealed package. The BIST circuitry occupies 0.3 mm 2 with a total readout IC area of 1 mm 2 , and consumes 8.9 mW during self-test operation.
I. INTRODUCTION
M EMS-BASED microsystems are used in increasing number of automotive and aeronautics applications and consumer products [1] . The increase in their popularity helped with reducing the cost and complexity of fabrication as well as packaging techniques with high performance readout electronics [2] . Testing and calibration of MEMS devices are an important component of their overall manufacturing cost [3] , [4] . In some safety critical sensor applications in automotiveelectronic systems it can go up to 60% of the entire cost of the unit [5] . In order to eliminate defective MEMS dies to save costs associated with packaging and/or application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), MEMS devices require extensive characterization at wafer level. There are two major wafer level testing approaches: static and dynamic measurements. Currently, static measurements are more commonly used in the industry, due to their low cost and low complexity implementation. However, they are time-consuming and has limited fault coverage. Dynamic measurements can extract more diagnostic information, but due to their high cost they are currently used in a limited number of applications.
A few examples of dynamic measurements include measuring frequency-dependent characteristics such as resonance frequency and damping factor of MEMS sensors. In addition to testing, calibration is another critical step in MEMS manufacturing [6] . In order to facilitate accurate readings from the devices and maximize their performance across a wide range of mechanical excitation, effective calibration of their mechanical to electrical conversion characteristics is necessary. Conventional calibration methods require applying physical stimulus and measuring its electrical response [7] . However, physical stimuli require the use of specific and sophisticated automatic test equipment, which is far more expensive in comparison to standard mixed-signal testers. Furthermore, even after calibration at the manufacturing site, the devices change their behavior during field operation [8] . Developing low-cost calibration schemes applicable at the user side that guarantee the continuous reliability and accuracy is an important need.
Over the past several decades, various electrical-only testing and calibration approaches have been proposed and implemented for MEMS devices. These approaches can be summed up in 4 main categories: sensitivity testing, symmetry testing, parameter extraction and indirect testing. Although all of these methods are built-in-self-test (BIST) compatible, not all of them can be used as an electrical-only calibration method, without the need for physical stimuli.
In sensitivity testing, electrostatic force generated by a selftest (ST) voltage is used to mimic the effect of a physical input acceleration and the output response is measured and compared to a good device [9] - [11] . The main disadvantage of the electrical sensitivity testing method is that the ST voltage has to be precisely calibrated for each device before it is applied, which makes it a challenge to be utilized as a calibration method.
Symmetry testing is very similar to sensitivity testing in terms of actuation method as it also uses dc voltage to generate the effect of physical acceleration. The method aims to detect any asymmetry caused by local defects [12] , [13] . It yields higher fault coverage compared to electrical sensitivity. The primary disadvantage of this method is that it can only be applied to symmetrical structures, which limits its application area. Furthermore, this method is unable to detect defects common to both sides of the structure. Note that none of the preceding techniques can be used as an alternative calibration method since they can only measure electrical sensitivity. Although several pre-defined voltages can be applied to generate electrostatic forces that can be used to calibrate the system in theory, too many tolerances prevent straightforward implementation of such a principle.
The basic idea behind parameter extraction is to use a single-tone or multi-tone ac signal that actuates the sensing beams and varies the capacitance of the accelerometer to predict the mechanical parameters such as mass, damping coefficient and spring constant while using regression-based mapping technique [14] . In most cases, the effective capacitance of the beam is measured by an active capacitance sensing circuit. This method has the potential to eliminate the use of expensive physical test instrumentation for calibration purposes even though the physical-to-electrical sensitivity is not evaluated. This is because it effectively shows how the electrical parameters are correlated with parameters of the structure. Using this approach, the parameters were predicted with an accuracy of less than 5% of the actual value in simulations [14] .
The parameter extraction method assumes the system is under external acceleration and it is in its linear response region. However, the voltage-controlled parallel-plate electrostatic actuator which is commonly used in MEMS accelerometers is a nonlinear system making it burdensome to reach a closed form solution [15] . Rather than attempting to model the system and solve for the mechanical parameters, an indirect method can be used to measure parameters highly correlated with the sensor dynamics; such as resonance frequency, electrical sensitivity or pull-in voltage. In [16] , the deviation in amplitude and resonance frequency of an oscillator is used to detect possible structural defects such as missing fingers, short fingers, and tilted arms. In [17] , measured electrical parameters were mapped to actual mechanical sensitivity by using multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) method and ± 5% accuracy in sensitivity prediction was achieved.
In this paper a low area and power overhead on-chip circuitry for testing and physical-stimulus-free calibration purposes is presented. A set of necessary electrical measurements which can be conducted with on-chip circuitry is analyzed. Using the proposed low complexity BIST circuitry, a statistical model is also developed. This work presents the first monolithic implementation of electrical-only self-test and calibration methodology. The proposed approach measures the amplitude and phase response, as well as the offset of the capacitive MEMS accelerometers which establishes a correlation between the mechanical sensitivity and the electrical characteristics applying multi-variate linear regression method and predicts the mechanical sensitivity employing the built statistical model. Experimental results of the fabricated devices show 0.55% rms error in the predicted mechanical sensitivity with respect to mechanical stimulus. The BIST circuitry is fabricated on a single poly, 6LM 0.18-μm CMOS process and dissipates 8.9 mW of power during self-test operation. When circuit blocks that is shared with the normal mode of operation such as analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and charge-to-voltage (C2V) converter of the front-end is excluded, the proposed BIST circuitry only occupies 0.3 mm 2 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II system level operation of the BIST circuitry and its correlation to physical stimuli is introduced. Circuit level implementation of the BIST approach is described in section III. Noise analysis of the system is introduced in section IV, and it is followed by signal extraction in section V. Simulation and measurement results and conclusion are presented in sections VI and VII, respectively.
II. MEMS BIST SYSTEM LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION
The BIST-based test and calibration methodology assumes that MEMS sensor response to electrical stimulus and physical stimulus are highly correlated. Proposed statistical model aims to establish this correlation with minimum computational burden to enable fully-electrical sensitivity prediction. As Fig. 1 shows, the proposed method includes two phases: statistical learning and production testing.
The primary goal of the learning phase is to gather data and build the model between the mechanical sensitivity and electrical characteristics of the training devices. Therefore, it involves both electrical and physical actuation. Once the model is built, the need for physical stimulus vanishes in production test phase and sensitivity can be predicted through electrical measurements only. Fig. 2 shows the mechanical structure of a spring-mass capacitive accelerometer. Two fixed plates together with a movable-mass (MM) form the capacitors, C s 1 and C s 2. Depending on the axis chosen, the fixed plates are named as x1-x2, y1-y2 or z1-z2. If an acceleration of a is applied in any Simplified mechanical structure of a spring-mass capacitive accelerometer. direction, the MM will respond to this excitation and move by an amount of x, then, C s 1 and C s 2 can be calculated as:
A. Spring-Mass Structure and Its Calibration
Here ε is the dielectric permittivity, A is the area of the sense plates and d is the nominal distance between MM and fixed plates. Assuming x << d, one can obtain a linear relation between C s , the capacitance difference between C s 1 and C s 2, and the applied acceleration a in g (earth's gravity) as:
where m is the mass of the MM and k is the spring constant. The coefficient between the measurable quantity C s and a is the untrimmed mechanical sensitivity of the system, defined by
Here f 0 is the mechanical resonance frequency of the springmass system. In most cases, calibration of capacitive MEMS accelerometers involves determining the trimming value which is a function of S. As shown in (3), the mechanical sensitivity of a capacitive MEMS accelerometer is directly proportional to two capacitors, C s 1 and C s 2, and inversely proportional to square of f 0 . Thus, one can conclude that the frequency domain amplitude response of a capacitive MEMS device is directly related to mechanical sensitivity. This is because the low frequency amplitude response A low as well as the rolloff A high /A low are linked to C s 1 and C s 2, and the resonance frequency, respectively. Notice that the amplitude response is likely to change by parasitics in the sensor, the sensor-to-ASIC connection and the loading by the ASIC or tester. Hence, using phase information provides an additional tool to establish an improved relationship with mechanical sensitivity.
B. Electrically-Controlled Capacitive Accelerometer
The operating principle of an electrically excited capacitive accelerometer is similar to a physically stimulated one, but there are different dynamics that must be considered. For a voltage-controlled spring-mass capacitive accelerometer, the induced electrical force on MM, defined by F e , is given by 
C. Statistical Modeling Approach
In our statistical model, the mechanical sensitivity S is a function of four explanatory parameters extracted from four electrical measurements during the learning phase as shown below:
where S is the dependent variable and only taken in the learning phase under physical stimulus. In terms of sensor dynamics, A low is related to electrical sensitivity and total MM offset, A high /A low and Ø high are related to resonance frequency and V of f is related to MM offset. Here Ø high is the phase shift due to an electrical excitation signal with a frequency close to the resonance frequency of the sensing device. In addition, V of f is the dc output voltage of the BIST IC corresponding to total static MM offset. The statistical model aims to establish the correlation between the mechanical sensitivity and the electrical characteristics from a set of training devices by fitting a regression line equation given in
Due to its simplicity, accuracy and ease of implementation in the production test phase, multi-variate linear regression method is used to establish the correlation. As shown in (6), α 1, α 2, α 3, α 4 are the weights of each independent variables and they relate the electrical observations with the mechanical sensitivity. After correlation is established using sufficient number of training devices, (6) is used to calculate S pre , the predicted mechanical sensitivity of the device under test, during the production test phase. The accuracy of the statistical model and therefore of the proposed electrical-only sensitivity characterization counts on the % rms error between S and S pre .
III. BIST CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

A. Modes of Operation
The block level diagram of the proposed BIST IC is shown in Fig. 3 . It has two modes of operation: electrical stimulus based BIST mode and functional readout mode. Electrical stimulus mode aims to measure the frequency response of the sensor under test. During BIST operation, an on-chip sineweighted digital-to-analog converter (DAC) stimulates one of the fixed electrodes of the accelerometer with a sinusoidal excitation. The ac part of the capacitance between MM and the non-selected electrode causes V out to be generated at the output of the C2V. Note that the proposed circuitry can switch between stimulus and sensing plates, which enables characterization of both sense capacitors during BIST mode.
Functional readout mode is used to measure the sensitivity of the accelerometer under physical stimulus. This mode is required to build the correlation between electrical parameters and mechanical sensitivity of the sensor in order to validate the proposed electrical-only testing and calibration approach. During this mode, the dc voltage of V int , which is proportional to C s , is generated at the output of the integrator which is in the feedback path of a charge amplifier. The transfer function between the sensor input and V int for frequencies below f 0 is given as:
where V cm is the common-mode voltage of the chip, 1.65 V. V int at two distinct accelerations is used as the sensitivity estimate of the device.
B. Sinusoidal Stimulus Generation
Due to its simplicity and low die area overhead, an on-chip direct-digital frequency synthesizer (DDFS) with a sineweighted DAC, as shown in Fig. 4 , is used to excite the selected electrode and displace the proof-mass. Output frequency of the DAC is controlled by the frequency tuning word M. Since M is added to the previously accumulated value on every clock cycle, the synthesized signal at the output of 16-bit phase accumulator yields frequency of f out which is given by
For an operating frequency of 1 MHz, f out can achieve 15 Hz frequency resolution. The 5 most significant bits (MSBs) of the phase accumulator varies the duration for which each amplitude level of the sine-weighted DAC output signal is held to control f in . The digital logic driven by the decoder controls the switches on the sine-weighted resistor string DAC to generate 13 distinct levels of the 24-step DAC output. The resistor string is followed by a buffer amplifier to isolate the sensing device from the signal generator. The sine-weighted DAC can generate a 2.7 V pp output voltage swing that enables sufficient capacitance variation for dynamic characterization of the sensor. The proposed approach does not require a low-pass filter to suppress higher order harmonics of f out since these harmonics are well beyond the resonance frequency of the sensor and thus do not cause displacement of the proof-mass. Fig. 5 illustrates the single-ended version of the switchedcapacitor charge amplifier operating at f s of 1 MHz. As a result of a sinusoidal electrical excitation at frequency of f in , the capacitance varies at the second harmonic of the excitation frequency and its value can be represented as:
C. Analog Front-End Design
where C s_dc represents the base capacitance, and it is much larger than the mechanical sensing capacitance C s_ac . Since stimulus frequency f in is much less than the sampling frequency f s , the sensing capacitance can be assumed constant during sampling phase of Ø 1 . Thus, at the end of integration phase of Ø 2 , the voltage at the charge integrator output |V out [n]| is represented by:
C s_ac given in (9) primarily depends on the sensitivity of the sensor and it is around 4 fF for the accelerometer under test. In order to have a sufficiently high amplitude sensor response at the end of the BIST signal chain, C i is kept low to maximize the gain term of C s /C i . The charge amplifier used in this work has an optional gain mode of 7 dB, 10 dB and 16 dB. High gain of charge amplifier also helps with suppressing the noise contributions from subsequent stages. However, keeping Ci low also increases the dc signal level. Therefore, the read-out ac signal has a very high common-mode dc level in comparison to its ac level. If not successfully removed, this high dc level would saturate the analog-front-end following the signal. Eliminating the dc part is not needed in conventional MEMS readout circuits under physical stimulus, since the sensor is read-out fully-differentially [18] , [19] . Furthermore, some of the earlier electrical-only testing approaches did not require removing the dc term because they either employed sense plate or proof-mass portioning [12] , which causes an electrical insulation between excitation and readout plates and makes differential readout feasible. Unlike earlier approaches, the proposed BIST circuitry operates independent of the MEMS sensor design and enables both post-fabrication as well as in the field self-test and calibration of capacitive sensors.
D. Continuous-Time Equivalent of the Front-End
The high-pass nature of the front-end can be represented by the continuous-time equivalent of the switched-capacitor frontend as shown in 
shows that the front-end circuity has a high-pass response with a cutoff frequency of
Note that due to sensor dynamics, only R s is a function of frequency. For an electrical stimulus signal at a frequency higher than f p , V out corresponds to the ac part of the MEMS capacitance with a gain of R i /R s . In addition, the transfer function between V in and V int is given by
reveals that for a static actuation, V int represents the dc part of MEMS capacitance with a gain proportional to −R f b /R s . In order to maximize the frequency characterization bandwidth of the proposed method, the high-pass corner f p has to be maintained low. This requirement is met if R int , R f b and C int are chosen high and R i is chosen low. Note that R i is set by the gain requirement of the charge-amplifier. In order to increase the effective resistance of the integrator R int and keep the feedback capacitor relatively low, the servo feedback integrator is clocked at 8x lower frequency than the rest of the circuitry.
Since the frequency response of the sensor differs with respect to the selected axis, the value of C f b in the feedback path is controlled by 3-bits and controls the high-pass pole from 0.5 kHz to 2.5 kHz in 0.3 kHz increments. The dc elimination provided by servo block also helps to filter out flicker noise components and inherent readout chain offsets.
E. Analog-to-Digital Conversion
Depending on the operation mode, V out or V int is applied to the ADC to get digitized and further processed by the core signal processor. Targeting 9-bit resolution over a BW of 12 kHz with sampling frequency of 1 MHz, a second order discrete-time single-loop topology, as shown in Fig. 7 is chosen. The second order ADC ensures that the modulator does not degrade the input signal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The modulator employs inherently linear single-bit quantizer. The single-bit quantizer is implemented using a dynamic regenerative comparator and a SR-latch. The ADC utilizes chopper stabilization to reduce flicker noise and has 60 dB signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) over 12 kHz of BW with 1 V pp full scale input range.
IV. NOISE ANALYSIS
The BIST system resolution and accuracy is impacted by several noise sources. These noise sources can be grouped into three main categories: mechanical, electrical and quantization [20] , [21] . Brownian motion of the MM is the main cause of the mechanical noise and it enters the system at the proof mass as a force generator. Electrical noise and quantization noise are primarily due to interface electronics and modulator, respectively.
A. Brownian Noise
The noise is a function of structural parameters of the sensor and can be represented as an equivalent acceleration white noise of [21] (14) shows that reducing damping coefficient or increasing mass can lower the mechanical noise floor. In most accelerometer designs, mechanical noise is not the dominant source of noise and it has been shown that it can be reduced to 0.1 × 10 −6 g/Hz 0.5 in order to increase the sensitivity of the sensor [20] .
B. Electrical Noise Sources
To quantify the effects of electrical noise it is helpful to refer all noise sources to the sensor input. This can be accomplished in two steps. First, refer all the noise generators to the output of the charge integrator. Second, convert them to an equivalent acceleration noise through dividing by the transfer function between sensor input and charge integrator output. For frequencies below the mechanical resonance frequency f 0 this transfer function is given in (7) .
The noise behavior of the front-end op-amp is dominated primarily by two noise sources: thermal noise and flicker (1/f) noise. Since the servo feedback method is applied to the frontend, the op-amp flicker noise is considerably reduced and can be ignored in this analysis. Op-amp thermal noise can be referred as an equivalent noise source of V n as shown in Fig. 8 . The voltage variations due to op-amp white noise are integrated onto the integrating capacitor C i from the sense and the servo feedback capacitors, C s and C f b . The equivalent noise at the output of this circuit is [21] where C T = C s + C f b + C i + C p and f u is the unity-gain bandwidth of the amplifier. Assuming that the op-amp noise is dominated by the input transistors, (15) may also be written as [21] :
where C out is the effective load capacitance of the op-amp. Notice the noise floor at the output of the charge integrator is independent of transistor parameters. This noise can be lowered by increasing sampling frequency, load or integrating capacitance.
The kT/C noise is generated by thermal noise sampling of the switches. The equivalent kT/C noise at the output of charge integrator due to front-end amplifier can be expressed as:
The equation indicates that the noise can once again be lowered by increasing f s or C i and reducing C f b .
C. Quantization Noise
Equivalent in-band quantization noise for the second-order modulator with an oversampling ratio of OSR can be expressed as [20] :
where e rms is the rms value of the unshaped quantization noise and its value is given by /12 0.5 for a single-bit modulator with comparator levels of ± /2. Note the thermal noise of delta-sigma modulator is ignored since it is divided by the combined gain of charge integrator and preamp. The discussion above presents the individual noise components and their expressions. As (14) shows, the mechanical noise depends on the sensor parameters and therefore it is not under our control. In addition, most of the electrical noise sources are function of sampling frequency f s and the value of integrating capacitance C i . It is possible to lower the total electrical noise by increasing f s and C i . However, circuit parameters such as slew rate and unity gain bandwidth of the amplifiers put an upper limit on the sampling frequency. Even though increasing the integrating capacitance reduces the absolute voltage noise, it decreases the sensitivity of the front-end charge amplifier. Thus, the sampling frequency and integrating capacitance should be optimized to obtain desired dynamic range and resolution.
V. SIGNAL EXTRACTION
Given that the displacement due to electrical excitation is much smaller than the gap between conducting plates, the MEMS system can be linearized around its operating point. Thus, for an electrical stimulus signal of sin (2π f in t), the MEMS sensor responds with A c sin (2π2 f in t + Ø). Here the amplitude and phase responses are represented by A c and Ø and their values depend on the capacitance variation due to stimulus signal and the resonance frequency of the device, respectively. In addition to sensor response, A/D output yields an interfering signal of A int sin (2π f in t) due to capacitive coupling between the excitation and readout plates. Here A int is the amplitude of this interfering signal and it depends on the excitation frequency. Thus, the amplitude extraction technique must be immune to amplitude of the interference signal. Note that the interference signal does not experience any phase shift with frequency.
The statistical model of the developed BIST-based calibration method requires that the response of the sensor amplitude and phase information, A c and Ø, is measured. Spectral analysis of the A/D output through fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be a straightforward solution for extracting phase and amplitude response of the MEMS device. However, computational cost makes FFT ineffective as a self-testing and calibration method for sensor applications. Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the all-digital amplitude and phase extraction technique used in this study.
A. Amplitude Extraction
The single-bit A/D output is first followed by a decimation filter to generate V dec , which has a sampling rate of 31.25 kSps. The significant signal components at the output of decimation filter following the ADC are given as:
where T s is equal to 32 μ s. Here v n is the total sampled in-band noise voltage. Since the MEMS sensor is stimulated with a known amplitude and phase electrical stimulus signal, synchronous amplitude detection is used to provide increased resistance to noise and interference. The mathematical operations applied during amplitude extraction are given in
where T in = 1/ f in and avg{} is the time averaging operator, max{} is the maximum selector, V dec (nT s ) represents the decimated ADC output and δ(n) is the Fermi-Dirac function, representing impulse sampling of the full-wave rectified signal. First, the MEMS response signal is rectified for peak detection. Noting that rectification doubles the frequency content in the response signal, its peaks are sampled at 4 f in , which guarantees only the sensor response to electrical excitation will be down-converted to dc. Next, an averaging filter is applied to suppress high frequency components generated due to sampling and reduce the in-band thermal noise power. The method also ensures that the spurious signals due to DAC clock are filtered out. Depending on the required accuracy in amplitude extraction method, the number of points during averaging can be increased although this will raise the test and calibration time.
B. Phase Extraction
The phase information at a given frequency is embedded into the average of the DAC clock and sensor response multiplication. In order to minimize AM noise impacting phase mode noise, and ease numerical mixing operation, the response signal first go through a hard limiter. In the case of Ø ≤180°, this average phase information V ph is given in
where τ = (Ø/2π) × (T in / 2). As shown in Fig. 9 , V res and V dac are the input signals to multiplier and they represent the processed sensor response and DAC output, respectively. Using the relationship between τ and Ø, one can find the phase response of the device Ø in rad as:
The stimulus frequency at which the phase shift is π/2 is called the electrical resonance frequency of the device. It is imperative to note that the developed statistical model does not require the actual value of the resonance frequency but the phase shift caused by the device at frequencies close to resonance frequency. It is true that this phase shift is highly correlated with the mechanical resonance frequency of the device.
C. Offset Extraction
The BIST IC can measure the sensor offset in two different ways. In regular readout mode servo integrator output V int is proportional to C s 1−C s 2. Thus, measuring this node when the device is stationary yields the offset information V of f . However, this voltage depends on the absolute value of C f b so it can be as good as process variations. Electrical stimulus based BIST mode can also be used to extract the device offset. For a device with non-zero static offset, the amplitude of capacitance variation depends on the stimulus plate. Thus, the offset information lies within the ratio of amplitude readings taken from different plates, A ratio . This technique yields more accurate results because it is ratio-based and independent of the gain variations of signal chain.
VI. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup and Results
In order to evaluate the correlation between electrical and mechanical characteristics as well as the effectiveness of the proposed sensitivity prediction method, first, the linear regression technique has been practiced on 600 distinct sensor models. The population of 600 devices were generated with typical dispersions applied on k, m and d of f values of the sensing device. Here the typical values of k, m and d of f for the training devices are 3.5 N/m, 3.3 × 10 −12 kg and 0 m, respectively. The simulations were performed in the CADENCE environment using a sensor model implemented in Verilog-A. The model describes the translation motion of a damped mechanical system caused by either a physical acceleration of a or an excitation voltage of V by implementing the equations given in (2) and (4). The code also models the mechanical noise due to Brownian motion of the MM. Capacitance and mechanical sensitivity measurements were taken at 0g and ± 8g, respectively. Table I summarizes the % rms error in sensitivity prediction for randomly chosen 100 devices with respect to different number of training set sizes. The error for the no training case is calculated assuming the predicted sensitivity is the average sensitivity of the device set. Clearly, having a higher number of devices in the training set provides a better snapshot of process variations and thus better prediction accuracy. However, even several hundred devices suffice to achieve a good estimate of the sensitivity. It is also observed that in the case of training with a single parameter, f 0 is more effective than capacitance and offset information. As seen in the last column, if all 3 parameters are used for training purposes the sensitivity error can be lowered from 7.56% to 1.00%. Fig. 10 shows the progression of error for the sensitivity prediction after each measurement for 100 randomly picked sample device instances. Here, the training set size is 500. The largest improvement in error is achieved when both f 0 and average of C s 1 and C s 2 information are included in the statistical model as we have concluded before. Next, the top-level simulations of the proposed BIST IC together with 100 sensor models were performed. The ac measurements were collected at one very low frequency f low , and one at relatively higher frequency f high in a stationary position. The absolute values of the frequencies depend on the f 0 of the sensor under test. In order to characterize both of the sense capacitors C s 1 and C s 2, the excitation signal has been applied to both of the fixed plates. Mechanical sensitivity measurements were taken at ± 1g. Table II applied to x1 and x2 fixed plates, respectively. In order to keep the simulation duration minimal, f low and f high are chosen as 0.5 kHz and 2 kHz, respectively. The linear regression method has been practiced on 90 sensors for the learning purposes and 10 sensors for the test purposes. This process has been repeated and the entire population of 100 devices were characterized. Fig. 11 shows the actual and predicted sensitivities of the entire population. According to this, the proposed method achieved 1.24% rms error in the mechanical sensitivity prediction. The increase in predicted sensitivity error from 1.00% to 1.24% is thought to be the result of less number of devices used in training process and the contribution of BIST IC.
B. Experimental Setup and Results
A die photo of the standalone BIST IC and together with the sensor is given in Fig. 12 . Although the entire chip occupies 4.5 mm 2 on a single-poly, 6LM 0.18-μm CMOS process, the BIST circuitry including the front-end, the internal DAC and the modulator only occupies 1.0 mm 2 silicon area. The center of the BIST chip is intentionally left unused to reduce the possible interference between the sensor and the highly sensitive electronics. The chip consumes 8.9 mW of power while running at a speed of 1 MHz. The experimental setup for the electrical and mechanical measurements.
The experimental setup and the procedure for the measurements are displayed in Fig. 13 . A USB interface is used to control the device mode, excitation plates, the gain, and the high-pass pole of the front-end. Correct phase shift measurements are guaranteed by triggering all the devices at the beginning of the stimulus cycle. The excitation frequencies f low and f high are chosen to be 0.35 kHz and 1.55 kHz, respectively. Each measurement is made 4 times and averaged to increase SNR. The amplitude and phase extraction is performed by capturing 25 cycle of the sensor response. Remembering that the sensor response exists at 2f in and stimulus is applied to both x1 and x2, the total test duration for BIST mode is 87.5 ms. The linear regression technique has been practiced on 45 fabricated devices during experiments. To guarantee that an accurate model of the mechanical device will be captured during learning phase, the BIST IC must measure the dependent variable S precisely in the functional readout mode. Table III shows the key sensor parameters that can be used to calculate the relationship between input acceleration A in and the integrator output V int given in (7) . According to that, the expected mechanical sensitivity of the given sensor is calculated as 66.9 mV/g. Fig. 14 illustrates the distribution of the measured sensitivities of 45 devices with a mean value of 67.4 mV/g, which is only 0.7% higher than the calculated mechanical sensitivity. The worst case measured sensitivity is 3.1% higher than the calculated value. Notice that the red line displayed in Fig. 14 is a normal density function fit to the sensitivity distribution.
One of the independent parameters used in the model given in (6) is V of f . If it is measured in the stationary position, V int will be equal to V of f and it will represent the device offset. That is because V int is proportional to C s , the difference between C s 1 and C s 2. As mentioned in the offset extraction section, in order to reduce the number of Fig. 15 .
Relationship between the servo integrator output voltage V int , and A ratio . Fig. 16 . Sensitivity prediction performance of the proposed BIST IC using measurement results. measurements and to increase the accuracy, another parameter that is highly correlated with V of f , called A ratio , is defined as in Table II . Fig. 15 plots the relationship between V of f and A ratio . As the figure shows, there is a high correlation between the parameters and therefore A ratio will be used to represent the device offset in the statistical model. Note that when A ratio crosses 1, V int depicts voltage values close to 0 V since it is related to the difference between C s 1 and C s 2. Fig. 16 displays the scatter plot of the actual and the predicted mechanical sensitivities of the fabricated devices. The proposed BIST method achieved 0.55% rms error in predicting the mechanical sensitivities of the fabricated devices using electrical-only measurements. More than half of the predicted sensitivities resides within ± 0.5% range with a worst-case prediction error of 1.26%. The results support the high correlation between the electrical parameters (i.e. frequency response and offset) and the sensitivity of the capacitive MEMS accelerometers. Note that the red lines shown in Fig. 11, 15 , and 16 are the least-squares lines superimposed on the scatter plots. Fig. 17 illustrates the % error progression for the mechanical sensitivity prediction after each measurement added to Table II . As shown in the Fig. 17 , until the last data point A ratio , each measurement lowers the sensitivity prediction error. The reason why we do not see any improvement for the last data set is the fact that the offset information is already embedded to previous measurements since A low , A high and Ø high are the averages of the two readings taken from both fixed plates. Therefore, the offset measurement or A ratio does not contribute as useful information and can be eliminated from the statistical model. Individual noise components referred to the input of modulator are summarized in Table IV . As seen from the table, mechanical Brownian noise is the dominant noise source for the proposed application and since it solely depends on the device parameters, lowering the mechanical noise is not under our control. However, electrical noise sources can be controlled mainly by choosing proper f s and C i values. Fig. 18(a) shows 2.7 V pp , 1 kHz actual sinusoidal excitation signal generated by the BIST circuit, which is applied to a fixed excitation plate of a typical MEMS device. The first thing to note is that the device response, given in Fig. 18(b) , is at twice the excitation frequency, at 2 kHz due to square-law relationship between electrical force F e and stimulus signal V as given in (4). In addition, the response of the same device to a 2 kHz signal generates a smaller voltage swing due to frequency-dependent amplitude response of the accelerometer. Note also that, because of the high-pass nature of the frontend, both signals are ac-coupled. Finally, Fig. 18(c) displays the phase shift between the DAC clock and the hard-limited device response at 2 kHz. The product of these signals results in the phase information at 1 kHz. Fig. 19 displays the measured spectrum of V out taken from the 2 nd order ADC output for an electrical stimulus signal at f in of 1.55 kHz. As the figure shows, the output spectrum includes the MEMS response at 2f in . The amplitude of the response signal approximately corresponds to -3dBFS because the modulator full scale input range is 1 V p−p (−15dBV rms ). Note that the output also yields the excitation signal and its odd harmonics due to capacitive coupling between the stimulus (x1) and readout plates (x2). In addition, the measured noise floor is quite close to the calculated noise floor of −96.5dBV rms /Hz.
VII. CONCLUSION
A physical-stimulus-free low-overhead BIST IC for capacitive MEMS accelerometer testing and sensitivity prediction purposes is presented. The proposed low complexity circuitry measures the dynamic and static electrical characteristics of the capacitive MEMS accelerometers and predicts the mechanical sensitivity. The method offers sensitivity prediction by developing a low computational complexity multi-variate linear model between electrical and mechanical characteristics of the inertial sensor during learning phase. According to experimental results of test phase, 0.55% rms error in mechanical sensitivity prediction is achieved. The BIST IC circuitry consumes 8.9 mW and occupies 1.0 mm 2 on a 0.18-μm CMOS process. The technique can be used to perform in-field testing and calibration to adapt environmental changes. 
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